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We've been reading about feral pigs lately and all the damage they are doing in the US. These pigs

are mean, they will destroy crops, attack humans and they carry diseases. They are the most

destructive invasive species in the US, are found in 39 states now and number roughly 6mm. They

can begin breeding at 6 months of age and have two litters each year of 4 to as many as 12 piglets

each time. They are related to wild boars and are about as far away from the sweet little pink pig

"Babe" in the movie a few years back as they can possibly be.

This wild behavior brought to mind the recent ATM heist that sent a chill down the spine of everyone

responsible for an ATM system. Thieves stole $45mm in a matter of hours, seemingly creating money

from thin air.

A company that tests security systems for banks, retailers and other organizations set out to do the

same in 2010 and only stole $14mm. Given, it was all a test and the security company handed their

ATM balance receipt to astonished bank managers as they explained the heist, but this is all

nonetheless jarring.

To steal, experts say the first issue is to get access. In the experiment, the client gave the security

company access, but there are other means of course. It may be possible to log into a bank's wireless

network and convince the system that a foreign computer is a bank computer. Or perhaps someone

in the bank, like cleaning staff, could put a thumb drive in a teller computer and reboot it using a new

operating system that would access the hard drive of the teller system. From there it may be possible

to access usernames and passwords.

Once in the system, "sniffer" software (which can be found online for free) determines which of the

bank's systems are connected. In the security company test case above, the fake hacker reportedly

flooded the switches, overwhelming the internal network with data until the switch began

indiscriminately broadcasting. The sniffer was then able to find a teller login and password and take it

from there.

The hacker then found that information sent between teller computers and the main database was

unencrypted, so passwords and bank account numbers were up for grabs. The fake hacker set up a

new account for himself and created $14mm out of thin air. He then had the ATM print out his balance

so he could show the bank how easy it was to do. Needless to say, the bank took immediate steps to

shore up security.

The recent $45mm heist reportedly involved pre-paid debt cards. Here, real-life hackers reportedly

went into transaction processing networks and manipulated accounts to create high spending limits.

They then went around to ATMs and rooted all over the place.

This story reminds us that as with pigs, sometimes a small event can lead things to change forever

and escalate quickly. Cyber crime has always been a nuisance and has cost time, effort and money,

but the level has clearly escalated as the sophistication and hunger of the criminals has grown over

time.
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BANK NEWS

M&A

Fidelity National Financial will buy Lender Processing Services for $2.9B, as it seeks to boost recurring

revenue and become the largest title insurance, mortgage data analytics and mortgage servicing

company.

Regulatory Focus

Bankers should note regulators have said while credit quality is improving, problem asset levels

remain high (so proactively monitor things here and take action as needed); earnings are under

pressure given modest loan demand (avoid risky investment options and make sure you have

thoroughly prepared before launching into new products or sharply reducing costs); and concern is

rising bankers are reaching longer in investment portfolios (will lead to larger negative mark to

market & impact to capital when rates rise).

Regulatory Load

KPMG reports 35% of bank executive surveyed said dealing with regulatory changes will take up most

of their time this year vs. only 18% last year. In addition, about 75% said regulatory and legislative

issues were the biggest barriers to growth.

Revenue Growth

KPMG reports 46% of bank executives say cross selling will be the biggest driver of revenue growth

over the next 3Ys, followed by traditional product sales at 39%.

Channel Costs

A study by TowerGroup finds the highest cost per transaction for US banks is a call center agent at

$3.75. That was followed by branch teller ($1.34), ATM ($0.60), mobile banking ($0.14) and online

banking ($0.09).

Mobile Wallet

PayPal is working aggressively to get people to stop using wallets and cash and shift to mobile wallets

embedded within a smartphone. PayPal launched an app that can be used at restaurants, retailers

and allows people to buy tickets on StubHub through their phone.

TARP Update

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) is projecting taxpayers will capture a net profit of $10B for

support provided to financial institutions under TARP, but lose $21B overall when aid to the

automotive industry, AIG and various programs designed to avoid home mortgage foreclosures are

included.

Student Savings

A study by Edward Jones finds 67% of people don't know what a 529 savings plan is, a key reason

college savings are low.
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